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We develop a multiresolution representation of a class of integral operators satisfying
boundary conditions on simple domains in order to construct fast algorithms for their
application. We also elucidate some delicate theoretical issues related to the construction
of periodic Green’s functions for Poisson’s equation.
By applying the method of images to the non-standard form of the free space operator, we
obtain lattice sums that converge absolutely on all scales, except possibly on the coarsest
scale. On the coarsest scale the lattice sums may be only conditionally convergent and,
thus, allow for some freedom in their deﬁnition. We use the limit of square partial sums
as a deﬁnition of the limit and obtain a systematic, simple approach to the construction
(in any dimension) of periodized operators with sparse non-standard forms.
We illustrate the results on several examples in dimensions one and three: the Hilbert
transform, the projector on divergence free functions, the non-oscillatory Helmholtz
Green’s function and the Poisson operator. Remarkably, the limit of square partial sums
yields a periodic Poisson Green’s function which is not a convolution.
Using a short sum of decaying Gaussians to approximate periodic Green’s functions, we
arrive at fast algorithms for their application. We further show that the results obtained for
operators with periodic boundary conditions extend to operators with Dirichlet, Neumann,
or mixed boundary conditions.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The primary goal of this paper is to develop a multiresolution representation of a class of integral operators satisfying
boundary conditions on simple domains and construct fast algorithms for their application. As a practical consequence of
our approach, we show that a minor modiﬁcation of the fast algorithms for free space operators in [24,9,6], yields a fast
algorithm (of the same complexity) for the operator satisfying boundary conditions.
Another goal of this paper is to elucidate some delicate theoretical issues related to the method of images for the
construction of periodic Green’s functions for Poisson’s equation. Indeed, due to the slow decay of the Poisson’s kernel, the
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been discussed in the literature (over a long period of time). Within our approach, these Green’s functions are easy to
describe as particular choices of just a few parameters in the construction.
In our approach we apply the method of images not to the free space operator itself but to its non-standard form. The
non-standard form splits the action of the operator to an inﬁnite set of scales and, for appropriate classes of operators, yields
a sparse representation [7]. For operators with kernels whose partial derivatives decay faster than the kernel itself (e.g., the
Calderon–Zygmund operators), the non-standard form is sparse on all scales, except for the coarsest scale. We use the rapid
decay of the coeﬃcients of the non-standard form to construct its periodized version and to show that, on all scales except
possibly the coarsest scale, the lattice sums converge absolutely and require no further analysis. On the coarsest scale, for
some of the coeﬃcients, the lattice sums may be only conditionally convergent and, thus, allow for some freedom in their
deﬁnition. For such coeﬃcients a summation convention needs to be speciﬁed and we choose the limit of square partial
sums for that purpose. In this way, we obtain a systematic, simple approach to the construction (in any dimension) of
periodized operators with sparse non-standard forms. We illustrate the results on several examples in dimensions one and
three: the Hilbert transform, the projector on divergence free functions (the so-called Leray projector), the non-oscillatory
Helmholtz Green’s function and the Poisson operator.
The Poisson Green’s function appears in many ﬁelds including electrostatics, material sciences, and molecular dynamics
(see e.g. [18,27,31]). The standard method of images when applied directly to the free space kernel yields only a formal
result that requires interpretation, a key topic in lattice sum literature. As it turns out, the periodic Poisson Green’s function
is non-unique which explains the appearance of several versions in the literature (see e.g. [21,26] for a review). An early
seminal contribution was made by P. Ewald [20], although the history of lattice sums starts earlier and we refer to [21] for
a historical overview and results prior to 1980.
Due to the slow decay of the Poisson kernel, ‖x − y‖−1, the analysis of its periodization turns out to be more delicate
than for (even slightly) faster decaying kernels. Similar diﬃculties arise in other periodic problems with operators exhibiting
the same rate of decay, e.g., Stokes operator recently considered in [28]. For the Poisson kernel, our approach identiﬁes
several speciﬁc components of the periodized non-standard form which converge only conditionally and, moreover, are
not limits of the corresponding components of, e.g., ‖x − y‖−1e−μ‖x−y‖ as μ → 0 or other possible operator limits. As a
peculiar consequence, the limit of square partial sums yields a Green’s function which is not a convolution, even though it
may be natural to expect the method of images, according to its formal form, to always produce a convolution kernel. As a
consequence, using such Green’s function to solve the Poisson equation yields solutions which are not necessarily mean-free.
Our algorithms approximate the operator kernel via a separated representation given by a short linear combination of
decaying Gaussians with positive exponents and coeﬃcients, which immediately reduces the computational cost and yields a
non-standard form with elements given by one-dimensional sums. As a result, for any ﬁnite accuracy, we obtain an eﬃcient
separated representation in any dimension d  2 and associated fast algorithms. This type of approximation via Gaussians
(see e.g. [11–14]) has been successfully used in [24,9,6] to construct fast and accurate algorithms for applying free space
convolution kernels for any user supplied ﬁnite accuracy. Using the non-standard form of free space operators, we show
that, on simple domains, the periodized non-standard form also yields fast and accurate algorithms for applying periodic
operators as well as for applying operators satisfying Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. We also note that the Fast
Multipole Method (FMM) [23,16] may also be used to apply such periodic operators.
We limit our presentation to the non-standard forms of weakly singular or singular operators. We note that non-standard
forms may also be constructed for hyper-singular operators [8]. However, periodization of such operators does not present
a challenge due to the rapid decay of their kernels away from singularities and we do not discuss them in this paper. In
order to limit the size of the paper, we do not present numerical results. We note, however, that the speed of algorithms
for Green’s functions with boundary conditions is essentially the same as that for the free space case. Indeed, we show that
the operators effectively coincide on the wavelet scales which are those dominating the computational cost.
We start in Section 2 by introducing the non-standard form for convolution operators in dimension d = 1 using multi-
wavelet bases [1–3]. In this case only one term may require an appropriate interpretation and we illustrate this using the
Hilbert transform as an example. In Section 3 we construct the non-standard form in dimension d = 3 for operators with
periodic boundary conditions. As examples, we then analyze the projector on divergence free functions, the non-oscillatory
Helmholtz Green’s function and, in Section 4, the Poisson Green’s function. In Section 5 we describe a fast algorithm for
applying these operators using separated representations. In Section 6, we construct Green’s functions which incorporate
Dirichlet, Neumann, or mixed boundary conditions on simple domains. Finally, we provide some closing remarks in Sec-
tion 7 and collect most proofs in Appendix A.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Multiresolution and non-standard form
In this section we review a multiresolution approach for representing and applying operators in one dimension. Since
we use multiwavelets as the underlying basis for the multiresolution representation, we brieﬂy describe their properties
(see also [1,3,9,6]). We then turn to the non-standard form of operators in multiwavelet bases and describe a class of
operators which becomes effectively sparse in this representation (see also [7,6]). We then construct an operator with
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the result with the Hilbert transform. The notation used below deviates slightly from usual wavelet notation, however, its
introduction facilitates the higher-dimensional description presented in later sections.
2.1.1. Multiwavelets
Let Pm[a,b] denote the space of polynomials of degree less than m restricted to the interval [a,b]. Let us deﬁne subspaces
V j =
⋃
l∈Z
Pm[2− j l,2− j(l+1)] ⊂ L2(R)
for j ∈ N, where N denotes all non-negative integers. These subspaces are nested
V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V j ⊂ · · ·
and
⋃∞
j=0 V j = L2(R). We select scaling functions to form an orthonormal basis of V j , ψ j;li;0(x) = 2 j/2ψi;0(2 j x − l), j ∈ N,
l ∈ Z, where
ψi;0(x) =
{√
2i + 1Pi(2x− 1), x ∈ [0,1],
0, otherwise,
i ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, (1)
and Pi are the i-th order Legendre polynomials. We will need the cross-correlation functions of the scaling functions,
Φii′(x) =
∫
R
ψi;0(x+ y)ψi′;0(y)dy, (2)
where supp(Φii′ ) ⊂ [−1,1] for i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1}. Due to orthogonality of the scaling functions in (1), these functions have
vanishing moments (see [9, §2.2]),∫
R
Φii′(x)x
k dx = 0 for i + i′  1, and 0 k i + i′ − 1. (3)
We deﬁne the wavelet subspaces W j as
W j ⊕ V j = V j+1,
so that
V j+1 = V0 ⊕ W0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ W j .
We denote the multiwavelets, an orthonormal basis of W j , as ψ
j;l
i;1 for i ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1} and l ∈ Z. We do not need an
explicit expression for the multiwavelets and only use their vanishing moments property,∫
R
ψ
j,l
i;1(x)x
k dx = 0 for i,k = 0, . . . ,m − 1, l ∈ Z, and j ∈ N, (4)
which follows from orthogonality of the subspaces W j and V j . Also we need the cross-correlation functions of the wavelets,
Φii′;ss′(x) =
∫
R
ψi;s(x+ y)ψi′;s′(y)dy, (5)
where ss′ = 11,10,01 and i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}. In this notation Φii′;00 = Φii′ in (2) are the cross-correlations of the scaling
functions.
In L2(Rd) we use the tensor-product basis formed by products of multiwavelets and scaling functions from the same
scale. For example, in dimension d = 2 the basis for W j is given by ψ j;li;1(x)ψ j;l
′
i′;1(y), ψ
j;l
i;1(x)ψ
j;l′
i′;0(y), and ψ
j;l
i;0(x)ψ
j;l′
i′;1(y),
whereas the basis for V j is given by ψ
j;l
i;0(x)ψ
j;l′
i′;0(y), where (x, y) ∈ R2, i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, and l, l′ ∈ Z.
Since multiwavelet bases include discontinuous basis functions (like those of the Haar basis), using them as the un-
derlying basis for the non-standard form (see below) limits our discussion to, at most, singular operators. If we were to
extend our approach to include hyper-singular operators, it would be necessary to use suﬃciently smooth wavelets as the
underlying basis [8].
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The non-standard form of an operator T is based on the telescopic series representation
T = P0T P0 +
∞∑
j=1
(P j T P j − P j−1T P j−1) = P0T P0 +
∞∑
j=0
(Q jT Q j + Q jT P j + P j T Q j), (6)
where Q j and P j are the orthogonal projectors, Q j : L2(Rd) → W j and P j : L2(Rd) → V j and P j+1 = P j + Q j . For the
purposes of this paper we distinguish the wavelet part of the non-standard form, namely,
Twavelet = {Q jT Q j, Q jT P j, P j T Q j} j∈N (7)
from the scaling part of the non-standard form,
Tscaling = P0T P0. (8)
2.1.3. Example in one dimension
Let K be the kernel of the convolution operator
(T f )(x) =
∫
R
K (x− y) f (y)dy. (9)
The elements of the scaling part of the non-standard form are computed as the projection of the kernel onto the scaling
functions,
T 0;l−l
′
ii′;00 =
∫
R
∫
R
K (x− y)ψ0;li;0(x)ψ0;l
′
i′;0(y)dy dx =
∫
R
K (x)Φii′
(
x+ l′ − l)dx
=
∫
R
K
(
x+ l − l′)Φii′(x)dx, (10)
for l, l′ ∈ Z and i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}. Similarly, the elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form are computed as
the projection of the kernel onto a multiwavelet functions,
T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ =
∫
R
∫
R
K (x− y)ψ j;li;s (x)ψ j;l
′
i′;s′(y)dy dx =
∫
R
K (x)Φii′;ss′
(
2 jx+ l′ − l)dx
= 2− j
∫
R
K
(
2− j
(
x+ l − l′))Φii′;ss′(x)dx, (11)
for j ∈ N, l, l′ ∈ Z, ss′ = 11,10,01, and i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, where m is the number of vanishing moments.
Remark. Limiting our analysis to singular operators assures existence of the elements of the non-standard form in (10)
and (11).
Deﬁnition 1. We say that an operator T is integral-deﬁned if the elements of its non-standard form (10) and (11) are given
by either absolutely or conditionally convergent integrals.
Examples of integral-deﬁned operators include weakly singular and singular Calderon–Zygmund operators, and various
classes of pseudo-differential operators, see [8].
Proposition 2. Let T be an integral-deﬁned operator with a convolution kernel K ∈ Cm(R\{0}), m 1, satisfying,∣∣∂αx K (x)∣∣ cα|x|α+β for cα > 0, 0 α m and β  1. (12)
Then, represented in a multiwavelet basis with m vanishing moments, j ∈ N, l, l′ ∈ Z, and i, i′ = 0, . . . ,m − 1, the elements of the
wavelet part of the non-standard form satisfy∣∣T j;l−l′ii′,ss′ ∣∣ C j(1+ ∣∣l − l′∣∣)−min{m,m}−β,
where T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ is given by (11), ss
′ = 00, with constants C j > 0 that depend on the scale j but not on l or l′ . The elements of its scaling
part satisfy
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where T 0;l−l
′
ii′;00 is given by (10) and the constant C0 does not depend on l or l
′ .
See Appendix A.2 for the proof.
Proposition 2 states that the non-standard form of operators satisfying (12) are effectively sparse. Indeed, the opera-
tor norm of the difference between the inﬁnite m × m block-Toeplitz matrices Q jT Q j = {T j;l−l
′
ii′;11 }l,l
′∈Z
i,i′∈{0,...,m−1} , Q jT P j =
{T j;l−l′ii′;10 }l,l
′∈Z
i,i′∈{0,...,m−1} , and P j T Q j = {T j;l−l
′
ii′;01 }l,l
′∈Z
i,i′∈{0,...,m−1} and their banded versions (obtained by setting to zero blocks with
|l − l′|  b) decay rapidly at least as b−min{m,m}−β , where b is the width of the band. Hence, for any ﬁnite but arbitrary
accuracy, the entries outside the band may be discarded resulting in a representation of the operator in terms of banded
matrices and, therefore, yielding a fast algorithm for its application (see e.g. [7]).
2.2. Operators with periodic boundary conditions
Given a convolution operator T of the form (9), the method of images is the standard approach to construct an associated
operator T satisfying a periodic boundary condition. Speciﬁcally,
T f (x) =
1∫
0
[∑
n∈Z
K (x− y + n)
]
f (y)dy, (13)
where (T f )(x) = (T f )(x + 1) for x ∈ [0,1]. However, the sum in (13) may require further analysis since it may diverge or
converge only conditionally.
Instead of considering (13), we ﬁrst construct the non-standard form of the free space operator (9) and then apply the
method of images to the elements of the non-standard form. By linearity, given the elements (10)–(11) of the non-standard
form of the free space operator (7)–(8), we may construct lattice sums on each scale separately. As the method of images
for the elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form, we deﬁne the periodized operator on scale j ∈ N as
T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ =
∑
n∈Z
T j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ , (14)
for l, l′ ∈ {0, . . . ,2 j −1}, ss′ = 11,10,01, and i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1}. In this way, restricting indices l, l′ to the set {0, . . . ,2 j −1}
in (14), limits the integration in (11) to a unit interval while the summation over index n achieves the periodicity. If the
kernel K satisﬁes the assumptions of Proposition 2, we have∣∣T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ ∣∣∑
n∈Z
∣∣T j;l−l′+2 jnii′;ss′ ∣∣∑
n∈Z
C j
(1+ |l − l′ + 2 jn|)min{m,m}+β ,
and, hence, the sum in (14) converges absolutely for any choice of multiwavelet basis with m 1 vanishing moments. We
note that the sum in (14) formally corresponds to the projection of the periodized kernel on the wavelet subspaces,
∑
n∈Z
T j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ =
1∫
0
1∫
0
∑
n∈Z
K (x− y + n)ψ j;l′i′;s′(y)ψ j;li;s (x)dy dx =
1∫
−1
∑
n∈Z
K (x+ n)Φii′;ss′
(
2 jx+ l′ − l)dx,
but while the series on the left-hand side is absolutely convergent for ss′ = 00, the sum on the right-hand side may not
converge.
For ss′ = 00, the elements of the scaling part of the non-standard form satisfy∣∣T 0;nii′;00∣∣ C0(1+ |n|)min{i+i′,m}+β ,
and, thus, unless i + i′ = 0,
T 0;0ii′;00 =
∑
n∈Z
T 0;nii′;00, (15)
is absolutely convergent for any choice of multiwavelet basis with m  1 vanishing moments. However, for i = i′ = 0, the
absolute convergence is not guaranteed and we choose a symmetric summation convention, namely,
T 0;000;00 = limN→∞
N∑
n=−N
T 0;n00;00. (16)
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n∈Z
T j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ ∼ T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′
due to the rapid decay of the terms in the sum. Thus, for any given accuracy  > 0, on a suﬃciently ﬁne scale the norm of
the difference between the non-standard form of the free space and the periodized operators is less than  .
2.2.1. Example
Assuming that the non-standard form of the Hilbert transform (a singular operator with kernel K (x) = 1/π p.v. 1/x) is
available in the multiwavelet basis with m 1, we consider its periodic version,
1
π
p.v.
1∫
0
∑
n∈Z
1
x− y + n f (y)dy = p.v.
1∫
0
cotπ(x− y) f (y)dy,
where f ∈ L2[0,1].
Since the kernel K satisﬁes Proposition 2, the Hilbert transform is effectively sparse in the non-standard form. Further-
more, all elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form of the Hilbert transform with periodic boundary conditions
converge absolutely. In fact, due to rapid convergence of the series, we may compute them directly via (14).
For the scaling part of the non-standard form, all elements in (15) converge absolutely except for T 0;000;00. Let us show
that T 0;000;00 = 0 according to the deﬁnition (16). Indeed, we have
T 0;000;00 = T 0;000;00 + limN→∞
N∑
n=1
(
T 0;n00;00 + T 0;−n00;00
)
,
where
T 0;n00;00 =
1
π
p.v.
1∫
−1
Φ00(x)
x+ n dx.
Seeing that Φ00(x) = 1− |x| is an even function, it follows that T 0;000;00 = 0 due to parity. Also, for n = 0, we have
T 0;n00;00 + T 0;−n00;00 =
1
π
1∫
−1
(
1
x+ n +
1
x− n
)
Φ00(x)dx = 1
π
1∫
−1
2x
x2 − n2 Φ00(x)dx = 0,
where the integrals are well deﬁned since Φ00(±1) = 0.
In this example the elements of the non-standard form coincide with those obtained using the kernel p.v. cot(πx) [6].
3. Periodization of the non-standard form in three dimensions
In this section we develop the non-standard form for operators in dimension d = 3. As in dimension d = 1, we construct
the operator with periodic boundary conditions by applying the method of images to the non-standard form of the free
space operator. We demonstrate that, as in dimension d = 1, all elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form
and nearly all elements of its scaling part converge absolutely. With several representative examples, we illustrate how to
analyze the remaining elements of the scaling part of the non-standard form. In what follows, we denote the standard
vector p-norm by ‖x‖p .
3.1. Non-standard form in dimension three
Let us consider integral operators given by a convolution kernel in dimension d = 3,
(T f )(x) =
∫
R3
K (x− y) f (y)dy (17)
for x,y ∈ R3. The basis functions (both scaling and multiwavelet) are the tensor product of the one-dimensional basis
functions described in Section 2.1.1 and are denoted as
Ψ
j;l
(x) = ψ j;l1 (x1)ψ j;l2 (x2)ψ j;l3 (x3), (18)i;s i1;s1 i2;s2 i3;s3
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Thus, in this notation, the scaling functions correspond to Ψ j;li;0 . We also use the cross-correlation functions of the wavelets,
Φ ii′;ss′(x) =
∫
R3
Ψ
0;0
i;s (x+ y)Ψ 0;0i′;s′(y)dy, (19)
for ss′ = 00. Since most of our analysis deals with the cross-correlations of the scaling functions, instead of denoting them
as Φ ii′;00 , we simplify their notation as Φ ii′ ,
Φ ii′(x) = Φi1 i′1(x1)Φi2i′2(x2)Φi3 i′3(x3), (20)
where Φii′ are one-dimensional cross-correlations of the scaling functions in (2).
The elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form of the operator in (17) are given by
T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ =
∫
R3
∫
R3
K (x− y)Ψ j;l′i′;s′(y)Ψ j;li;s(x)dydx=
∫
R3
K (x)Φ ii′;ss′
(
2 jx+ l′ − l)dx, (21)
for ss′ = 00, j ∈ N, l, l′ ∈ Z3, and i, i′ = {0, . . . ,m − 1}3, while the elements of the scaling part are given by
T 0;l−l
′
ii′;00 =
∫
R3
∫
R3
K (x− y)Ψ 0;l′i′;0(y)Ψ 0;li;0(x)dydx =
∫
R3
K (x)Φ ii′
(
x+ l′ − l)dx
=
∫
R3
K
(
x+ l− l′)Φ ii′(x)dx, (22)
for l, l′ ∈ Z3 and i, i′ = {0, . . . ,m − 1}3. We have an extension of Proposition 2:
Proposition 4. Let T be an integral-deﬁned operator (i.e., (21) and (22) are either absolutely or conditionally convergent) with con-
volution kernel K ∈ Cm(R3\{0}), m 3, satisfying,∣∣DαK (x)∣∣ cα‖x‖−|α|−β2 for cα > 0, 0 |α|m and β  1, (23)
where Dα = ∂ |α|/∂xα11 ∂xα22 ∂xα33 , α = (α1,α2,α3) ∈ N3 and |α| = α1 + α2 + α3 .
Then, represented in a multiwavelet basis with m vanishing moments, j ∈ N, l, l′ ∈ Z3 and i, i′ = {0, . . . ,m − 1}3 , the elements of
the wavelet part of the non-standard form satisfy∣∣T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ ∣∣ C j(1+ ∥∥l− l′∥∥2)−min{m,m}−β,
where T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ is given by (21), ss
′ = 00, with constants C j  0 that depend on the scale j but not on l, l′ . The elements of the scaling
part satisfy∣∣T 0;l−l′ii′;00 ∣∣ C0(1+ ∥∥l− l′∥∥2)−min{|i+i′|,m}−β,
where T 0;l−l
′
ii′;00 is given by (22).
The proof of Proposition 4 is similar to that for Proposition 2 and is presented in Appendix A.3.
Remark. We note that the estimates of the rate of decay in Proposition 4 allow us to set to zero all blocks with ‖l− l′‖2  b,
where b is some parameter chosen according to the desired accuracy. We show in Section 5 that separated representation
of operators allows us to use ordinary banded matrices to take advantage of this property. Thus, the bandwidth parameter b
should not be confused with the bandwidth of a matrix organized in a lexicographical order to represent a multidimensional
operator.
3.2. Operators with periodic boundary conditions in dimension three
Using the same approach as in dimension d = 1, we apply the method of images to the non-standard form of the free
space operator to construct the operator satisfying the periodic boundary condition. As before, the wavelet part elements of
the non-standard form are given by
T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ =
∑
3
T j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ , (24)
n∈Z
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on Proposition 4. Since∣∣T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ ∣∣ ∑
n∈Z3
∣∣T j;l−l′+2 jnii′;ss′ ∣∣ ∑
n∈Z3
C j
(1+ ‖l− l′ + 2 jn‖2)min{m,m}+β ,
the sum in (24) converges absolutely for any choice of multiwavelet basis with m > 3−β vanishing moments. From now on,
we assume m > 3− β and with this condition all elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form are well deﬁned.
For ss′ = 00, the elements of the scaling part of the non-standard form satisfy∣∣T 0;nii′;00∣∣ C0(1+ ‖n‖2)min{|i+i′|,m}+β
and, thus, for |i+ i′| > 3− β ,
T 0;0ii′;00 =
∑
n∈Z3
T 0;nii′;00 (25)
is absolutely convergent for any choice of multiwavelet basis with m > 3 − β vanishing moments. For |i + i′|  3 − β , we
select a particular summation convention, the so-called square partial sums,
T 0;0ii′;00 = limN→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
T 0;nii′;00. (26)
Next we construct the non-standard form for several operators with periodic boundary conditions. We start with the projec-
tor on divergence free vector functions since its kernel decays relatively fast making the analysis simpler. Later, we consider
the Poisson operator in free space and construct all possible operators with periodic boundary conditions consistent with
its free space version. Within our approach it is immediate how to identify the few elements of the non-standard form
responsible for this lack of uniqueness. This non-uniqueness is due to the slow decay of the free space Poisson kernel and,
for the particular example we choose to present, it leads to a periodic operator which is not a convolution.
3.3. Projector on divergence free functions with periodic boundary conditions
The projector on divergence free vector functions (the so-called Leray projector) is given by the matrix of convolution
kernels,
Pιι′(x) = διι′δ(x) − 14π
(
διι′
‖x‖32
− 3xιxι′‖x‖52
)
, (27)
where ι, ι′ = 1,2,3 and διι′ denotes the Kronecker delta function (see e.g. [17] for more details). This operator may be
obtained using the Riesz transform, see the derivation in, e.g., [25]. Observing that the ﬁrst term in (27) is the identity
operator (if ι = ι′), it is suﬃcient to consider the non-standard forms of the free space operators [9],
T ιι′ f (x) = 14π p.v.
∫
R3
(
διι′
‖x− y‖32
− 3xιxι′‖x− y‖52
)
f (y)dy, ι, ι′ = 1,2,3, (28)
and use them to construct the periodized non-standard form. Since operators in (28) satisfy Proposition 4 with β = 3, all
elements of the wavelet part of the periodized non-standard form converge absolutely for any multiwavelet basis (m 1).
We have
Proposition 5. Let us consider the non-standard form of operators T ιι′ (28) in a multiwavelet basis. Then
(i) The elements (24) of the wavelet part of the periodized non-standard form,
T j;l−l′ii′;ss′;ιι′ =
1
4π
∑
n∈Z3
p.v.
∫
[−1,1]3
(
διι′
‖x+ n‖32
− 3(xι + nι)(xι′ + nι′)‖x+ n‖52
)
Φ ii′;ss′
(
2 jx+ l′ − l)dx,
converge absolutely on all scales j ∈ N.
(ii) For |i+ i′| 1, the elements (25) of the scaling part of the non-standard form,
T 0;0ii′;00;ιι′ =
1
4π
∑
n∈Z3
p.v.
∫
[−1,1]3
(
διι′
‖x+ n‖32
− 3(xι + nι)(xι′ + nι′)‖x+ n‖52
)
Φ ii′(x)dx,
converge absolutely.
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T 0;000;00;ιι′ =
1
4π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
p.v.
∫
[−1,1]3
(
διι′
‖x+ n‖32
− 3(xι + nι)(xι′ + nι′)‖x+ n‖52
)
Φ00(x)dx= 0. (29)
Proof. The absolute convergence of (i) and (ii) follows directly from Proposition 4. To demonstrate (iii), we show that the
sum in (29) is zero for any ﬁxed N .
Since the result does not depend on the choice of indices, if ι = ι′ , we set ι = 1 and ι′ = 2. Thus, we consider
N∑
n1,n2,n3=−N
p.v.
∫
[−1,1]3
3(x1 + n1)(x2 + n2)
‖x+ n‖52
Φ00(x1)Φ00(x2)Φ00(x3)dx1 dx2 dx3.
Since the function Φ00 is even, parity considerations and symmetry of summation with respect to zero, imply that each
individual term obtained by expanding (x1 + n1)(x2 + n2) = x1x2 + n1x2 + n2x1 + n1n2 vanishes.
For ι = ι′ , we set ι = ι′ = 1 and consider
N∑
n1,n2,n3=−N
p.v.
∫
[−1,1]3
−2(x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2
‖x+ n‖52
Φ00(x1)Φ00(x2)Φ00(x3)dx.
The three terms in the numerator cancel each other, since the sum for each term is independent of the choice of indices. 
Remark 6. The same approach applies to the periodization of the Riesz transform itself.
3.4. Non-oscillatory Helmholtz Green’s function with periodic boundary conditions
Let us consider the problem(− + μ2)u(x) = f (x), (30)
u(x+ n) = u(x) (31)
for x ∈ [0,1]3, μ > 0, n ∈ Z3, and f ∈ L2([0,1]3). Although this problem is easily handled by the standard method of images,
we apply our approach in order to show that the limit as μ → 0 does not cover all possible constructions available for the
case μ = 0.
We consider the solution to (30) and (31)
u(x) =
∫
[0,1]3
GμH (x− y) f (y)dy,
where GμH satisﬁes(−x + μ2)GμH (x− y) = δ(x− y),
GμH (x− y+ n) = GμH (x− y).
We obtain GμH by applying the method of images to the free space Green’s function,
Gμfree(x) =
1
4π
e−μ‖x‖2
‖x‖2 ,
this time yielding (for x /∈ Z3) the absolutely convergent sum,
GμH (x) =
1
4π
∑
n∈Z3
e−μ‖x+n‖2
‖x+ n‖2 , x ∈ [0,1]
3 and μ > 0. (32)
By Proposition 4, all elements of the non-standard form for (32) are given by absolutely convergent sums and the usual
method of images and that applied to the non-standard form coincide.
In the next proposition, we explicitly obtain values of the elements of the scaling part of GμH as functions of μ which,
for μ = 0, are given by conditionally convergent sums. Later, in Section 4, we compare these elements with those for the
Poisson kernel.
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standard form of the operator of kernel GμH (x) in (32). It holds that
(i) If i= i′ = 0, we have
T 0;000;00(μ) =
1
μ2
.
(ii) If for any j, 1 j  3, i j + i′j is odd, then T 0;0ii′;00(μ) = 0. In particular, if |i+ i′| = 1, then
T 0;0ii′;00(μ) = 0.
(iii) If |i+ i′| = 2,
T 0;0ii′;00(μ) = T 0;0i′i;00(μ) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 for i ∈ {(1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1)} and i′ = (0,0,0),
(12−6μ+μ2)eμ−(12+6μ+μ2)
μ4(eμ−1) , for i= i′ ∈ {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)},
0, for i ∈ {(2,0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2)} and i′ = (0,0,0).
For μ → 0, we have
lim
μ→0T
0;0
ii′;00(μ) = limμ→0T
0;0
i′i;00(μ) =
1
60
, for i= i′ ∈ {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)}. (33)
See Appendix A.6 for the proof. The formulas derived in the proof may be used to explicitly compute other elements of
the non-standard form.
4. Poisson Green’s function with periodic boundary conditions
In this section we consider the problem
−u(x) = f (x), (34)
u(x+ n) = u(x) (35)
for x ∈ [0,1]3, n ∈ Z3 and f ∈ L2([0,1]3) satisfying the mean-free condition∫
[0,1]3
f (x)dx= 0. (36)
Due to the slow decay of the free space Green’s function
Gfree(x) = 14π‖x‖2 , (37)
the usual method of images produces a divergent series,∑
n∈Z3
Gfree(x+ n) = 14π
∑
n∈Z3
1
‖x+ n‖2 . (38)
However, in our approach to obtain the periodized non-standard form, no “interpretation” of (38) is required, since we
apply the method of images not to Gfree but to its non-standard form. Moreover, using that Gfree satisﬁes Proposition 4,
all elements of the wavelet part of the non-standard form Gp converge absolutely for any multiwavelet basis with number
of vanishing moments m  3. Thus, to construct Gp , we only need to examine the elements of the scaling part of the
non-standard form. By selecting square partial sums as a method of summation (see (26)), these elements are computed as
T 0;0ii′;00 = limN→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
T 0;nii′;00 =
1
4π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
Φ ii′(x)
‖x+ n‖2 dx, |i+ i
′| > 0, (39)
yielding a particular Green’s function Gp . We remark that other conventions may lead to different variants of the periodized
Green’s function consistent with the free space operator Gfree (see also Remark 9 below). Note that we do not use the sum
in (26) to deﬁne the element, i = i′ = 0, since in this case it would lead to a divergent sum (see Theorem 8). Instead, we
set the value of this element to zero which effectively restricts the domain of the operator Gp to mean-free functions f .
Surprisingly, the Green’s function Gp resulting from our summation convention (26), is not a convolution. This is consistent
with the fact that the sums in (39) with indices 1  |i + i′|  2 are conditionally convergent and, some of the resulting
elements, are not limits, as μ → 0, of the corresponding elements of the convolution operator in (3.4) (see Proposition 7).
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Then
(i) The lattice sums in (24) deﬁning wavelet part elements of the periodized non-standard form
T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ =
∑
n∈Z3
T j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ =
1
4π
∑
n∈Z3
∫
[−1,1]3
Φ ii′;ss′(2 jx+ l′ − l)
‖x+ n‖2 dx
converge absolutely.
(ii) For |i+ i′| 3, the lattice sums deﬁning the scaling part elements of the periodized non-standard form (25),
T 0;0ii′;00 =
1
4π
∑
n∈Z3
∫
[−1,1]3
Φ ii′(x)
‖x+ n‖2 dx, (40)
converge absolutely.
(iii) For 1 |i+ i′| 2, the lattice sums in (39) for the scaling part of the periodized non-standard form
T 0;0ii′;00 =
1
4π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
Φ ii′(x)
‖x+ n‖2 dx, (41)
converge conditionally.
(iv) For |i + i′| = 0, with the summation convention (iii), the lattice sum for the element T 0;000;00 diverges. By setting it to zero,
T 0;000;00 = 0, we effectively restrict the domain of the periodized operator to the class of functionswith zeromean
∫
[0,1]3 f (x)dx = 0.
See Appendix A.4 for the proof.
Remark 9. The fact that only a few elements of the non-standard form are given by conditionally convergent sums permits
a characterization of all possible versions of the periodic Poisson Green’s function. Our approach offers a uniﬁed way of
constructing such Green’s functions and, perhaps, explains diﬃculties encountered in their usual interpretation. Some of
these different periodic Green’s functions may be found in the literature [19,15,30]. The fact that in computing the periodic
Poisson Green’s function one encounters conditionally convergent sums is well known. Assigning different values to such
sums explains the differences in e.g., [20] and [32] approaches to lattice summation. A particular choice is made in the
context of the Fast Multipole Method [23, Section 4]. For a discussion of this issue see [22, Section 3].
In the next proposition we obtain the values of several elements T 0;0ii′;00 of the non-standard form. In particular, we
obtain all values of the elements given by conditionally convergent series. Recall that those elements correspond to indexes
satisfying |i+ i′| 2.
Proposition 10. Let T 0;0ii′;00 with i= (i1, i2, i3) and i′ = (i′1, i′2, i′3) denote an element of the scaling part of the periodized non-standard
form of the operator of kernel Gfree in (37). It holds that
(i) If for any j, 1 j  3, i j + i′j is odd, then T 0;0ii′;00 = 0. In particular, if |i+ i′| is odd, then T 0;0ii′;00 = 0.
(ii) If |i+ i′| = 2,
T 0;0ii′;00 = T 0;0i′i;00 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 for i ∈ {(1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1)} and i′ = (0,0,0),
2
45 , for i= i′ ∈ {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)},
− 1
36
√
5
, for i ∈ {(2,0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2)} and i′ = (0,0,0).
See Appendix A.7 for the proof.
Remark 11. If in the proposition above |i+ i′| 3 and one of the coordinates of the multi-indices is zero, e.g. i= (i1, i2, i3),
i′ = (0, i′2, i′3) but i1 > 0 then
T 0;0ii′;00 = 0.
See Appendix A.8 for the proof.
We observe that the non-zero values of T 0;0i0;00 and T 0;00i;00 for |i+ i′| = 2 are due to the slow decay of the kernel. Indeed,
comparison of Propositions 7 and 10 shows that, for some indices ii′ , the limits of T 0;0′ (μ) as μ → 0 do not match theii ;00
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the other hand, there is no mismatch for all terms deﬁned by absolutely convergent sums since in that case the order of
summation and integration may be exchanged.
Moreover, if we were to modify Gfree outside of an arbitrarily large ball of radius R as to increase the rate of decay from
1/R to 1/R1+δ , δ > 0, then no mismatch will occur in e.g. the elements with indices i ∈ {(2,0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2)} and
i′ = (0,0,0). In fact, a much stronger result is true.
Proposition 12. Consider a kernel G(x1, x2, x3), locally integrable, even on each coordinate and such that, for some positive δ and M,
its partial derivatives satisfy∥∥Gx j (x)∥∥2  C‖x‖2+δ2 , for ‖x‖2  M, (42)
where C is a constant. If ϕ j , 1 j  3, denote three bounded functions on [0,1] and one of them is odd about 1/2 then
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx= 0.
In particular, the scaling elements of the periodized non-standard form of G, T 0;0ii′;00 , vanish for i ∈ {(2,0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2)} and
i′ = (0,0,0).
See Appendix A.9 for the proof.
Remark 13. We may also consider the limit using the oscillatory Helmholtz kernel eiκr/r. Sending κ → 0 (as in [10]) yields
a particular periodic Green’s function for the Poisson’s kernel also obtainable by Ewald’s method [20].
Thus, in practical applications, the selection of the Green’s function of the periodized Poisson kernel may depend on
physical considerations that either emphasize the long range behavior of this kernel or use its properties only in a ﬁnite
region. The effect of such choice on the solutions and their behavior on the boundary of a periodic cell is further discussed
in the next section.
4.1. On mean-free and weak solutions of the periodic Poisson equation
Let us show that our construction yields a solution of the periodic problem (46)–(47) that is not mean free which, in
turn, implies that the periodized operator is not a convolution. Note that if u is a solution of (46)–(47), then
u(x) −
∫
[0,1]3
u(y)dy, (43)
is a mean-free solution of the same problem. However, in our construction
∫
[0,1]3 u(y)dy may not be zero as we demonstrate
below. Since∫
[0,1]3
u(x)dx=
∑
i′
T 0;00i′;00
∫
[0,1]3
f (x1, x2, x3)ψi′1;0(x1)ψi′2;0(x2)ψi′3;0(x3)dx1 dx2 dx3, (44)
where ψi′j;0 are the one-dimensional scaling functions deﬁned in (1), from Theorem 8 part (iv) and Proposition 10, we
conclude that the only non-zero terms of the sum in (44) correspond to the three multi-indices i′ = (0,0,2), i′ = (2,0,0)
and i′ = (0,0,2). Hence, we obtain∫
[0,1]3
u(x)dx= − 1
36
∫
[0,1]3
f (x1, x2, x3)
[
P2(2x1 − 1) + P2(2x2 − 1) + P2(2x3 − 1)
]
dx1 dx2 dx3.
Expanding P2(2t − 1) = 1− 6t + 6t2 and using that f is mean-free, the last equation is equivalent to∫
[0,1]3
u(x)dx= 1
6
∫
[0,1]3
f (x1, x2, x3)
(
x1 + x2 + x3 − x21 − x22 − x23
)
dx1 dx2 dx3. (45)
This last condition is also derived in the literature (but with more restrictive assumptions on the function f ). See, e.g.,
[5, Eq. (29)], [26, Eq. (38)] or [29, Eq. (8)].
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[0,1]3
∇u(x) · ∇ϕ(x)dx =
∫
[0,1]3
f (x)ϕ(x)dx, (46)
u(x+ n) = u(x) (47)
where the test functions ϕ ∈ C∞([0,1]3) are supported on [0,1]3 and also satisfy (47). Deﬁning
p0(x) = x1 + x2 + x3 − x21 − x22 − x23, (48)
and integrating by parts on the left-hand side of (46), yields∫
[0,1]3
f (x)p0(x)dx= 6
∫
[0,1]3
u(x)dx−
∫
∂([0,1]3)
u dS,
where ∂([0,1]3) denotes the boundary of the unit box and dS is the measure on ∂([0,1]3). Combining the last equation
with (45), we obtain that our construction produces a solution with the additional property∫
∂([0,1]3)
u dS = 0, (49)
i.e., the integral of the solution over the boundary vanish.
4.2. An analytic expression for the periodized Green’s function
The non-standard form approach for the construction of the periodic Poisson kernel provides the coeﬃcients in the
multiwavelet basis of a solution u for the problem (34)–(35) under the assumption (36). The solution u so obtained is not
mean-free and satisﬁes the boundary condition (49). Let us now describe analytically the Green’s function that yields this
solution for the problem. Let us consider
G0(x) =
∑
n=0
e2π in·x
4π2‖n‖2 ∈ L
2([0,1]3).
Formally, G0 solves the problem
−G0(x) = −1+
∑
n∈Z3
δ(x− n), (50)
G0(x+ n) = G0(x), (51)
where
∑
n∈Z3 δ(x − n) is the periodic delta function (for the box [0,1]3). The mean-free condition (36) on the function f
yields a solution u for the problem (34)–(35) as
u(x) =
∫
[0,1]3
G0(x− y) f (y)dy.
Since the periodicity of G0 yields∫
[0,1]3
G0(x− y)dx=
∫
[0,1]3
G0(x)dx
we also have that the solution u is mean-free. We now modify G0 as to obtain a Green’s function G yielding the boundary
condition (49). Note that for y= (y1, y2, y3) ∈ [0,1]3,∫
∂([0,1]3)
G0(x− y)dx= 2
3∑
j=1
∑
n j =0
e−2π in j y j
4π2n2j
=
3∑
j=1
(
y2j − y j + 1/6
)= −p0(y) + 1
2
, (52)
where p0 is the polynomial in (48). Let’s deﬁne for x,y ∈ [0,1]3
G(x,y) = G0(x− y) + G1(x,y),
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G1(x,y) = −1
6
(
‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 − 2
3∑
j=1
x j y j
)
which we extend periodically as G1(x + n,y) = G1(x,y) and G1(x,y + n) = G1(x,y) for x,y ∈ [0,1]3 and any n ∈ Z3. Al-
though −G(x,y) =∑n∈Z3 δ(x − n), we observe that G is not a convolution, since ‖(x − y) (mod 1)‖2 = ‖x (mod 1) −
y (mod1)‖2, where mod 1 indicates periodization on the unit box. For the Green’s function G , the corresponding solution
u satisﬁes
u(x) =
∫
[0,1]3
G(x,y) f (y)dy,
yielding∫
[0,1]3
u(x)dx=
∫
[0,1]3
( ∫
[0,1]3
G1(x,y)dx
)
f (y)dy= 1
6
∫
[0,1]3
(
p0(y) − 1
)
f (y)dy= 1
6
∫
[0,1]3
p0(y) f (y)dy,
which coincides with (45). On the other hand, combining∫
∂([0,1]3)
G1(x,y)dx = −7
6
+ p0(y)
with (52) we obtain∫
∂([0,1]3)
u(x)dx=
∫
[0,1]3
∫
∂([0,1]3)
(
G0(x− y) + G1(x,y)
)
dx f (y)dy= 0.
We refer to e.g. [4] for a different construction of G0.
5. Separated representations
We use approximation via Gaussians as a tool for constructing separated representations of operator kernels to obtain
fast algorithms for their application. Such approximation separates along each coordinate direction, thus simplifying the
computation of the non-standard form and yielding a fast algorithm to apply the operator. Approximation via Gaussians
(see e.g. [11–14]) has been successfully used in [24,9,6] to construct fast and accurate algorithms for applying free space
convolution kernels for any user supplied ﬁnite accuracy. Our goal in this section is to extend this approach to periodized
kernels constructed in Sections 3 and 4.
As an example, we consider convolutions with kernels of the form
K (x) = p1(x1)p2(x2)p3(x3)‖x‖−β2 e−μ‖x‖2 , (53)
where β and μ are non-negative parameters, both not simultaneously zero, and pγ is a polynomial, γ = 1,2,3. We note
that both, ‖x‖−β2 and e−μ‖x‖2 , or ‖x‖−β2 e−μ‖x‖2 , may be eﬃciently approximated by short sums of Gaussians for any user
selected accuracy  and distance from the origin δ (see Theorem 6 and Proposition 8 of [14]). In fact, the number of terms
is shown to be proportional to log δ−1 and (log−1)2 (although in practice we observe essentially log−1 dependence).
Substituting in (53), the approximation by Gaussians of ‖x‖−β2 e−μ‖x‖2 yields a separated representation of the free space
kernel K .
In this section we show that the periodized operator has a separated representation as well. Once equipped with the
separated representation of the non-standard form, we may use the algorithms described in [24,9,6] (with minor modiﬁ-
cations) to apply the periodized non-standard form. Such algorithms have the same complexity as those for the free space
operators.
We may write∣∣r−β − Gβ(r)∣∣ r−β, for all δ  r  R, (54)
where
Gβ(r) =
Nβ∑
ane
−αnr2 (55)n=1
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Gβ(r) < ( + 1)r−β, for all r > 0. (56)
The bound (56) may be obtained following the derivation of [14, Lemma 4]. We may also write∣∣e−μr − Gμ(r)∣∣ 
 + 1 , for δ  r  R, (57)
where
Gμ(r) =
Nμ∑
n=1
dne
−ηnr2 (58)
and dn and ηn are positive. Hence, combining (54)–(58), we obtain a sum of Gaussians approximation for r−βe−μr in the
range r ∈ [δ, R],∣∣r−βe−μr − Gβ(r)Gμ(r)∣∣ ∣∣[r−β − Gβ(r)]e−μr∣∣+ ∣∣[e−μr − Gμ(r)]Gβ(r)∣∣ 2r−β. (59)
The number of terms in the sub-optimal approximation Gβ(r)Gμ(r) may be reduced further by using the reduction algo-
rithms in [13,14]. As a consequence, we obtain an approximation of the kernel (53) as
K˜ (x) = p1(x1)p2(x2)p3(x3)
M∑
m=1
wme
−τm‖x‖22 =
M∑
m=1
wmp1(x1)e
−τmx21 p2(x2)e−τmx
2
2 p3(x3)e
−τmx23 ,
where the number of terms, M , depends logarithmically on  and δ, and the parameters τm and wm are positive. Due to
the functional form of K˜ , the non-standard form inherits the separation along each coordinate direction and we obtain
T˜ j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ =
M∑
m=1
wmt˜
j;l1−l′1
i1i′1;s1s′1;m;1t˜
j;l2−l′2
i2i′2;s2s′2;m;2t˜
j;l3−l′3
i3i′3;s3s′3;m;3, (60)
where
t˜ j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′;m;γ =
∫
R
∫
R
pγ (x− y)e−τm(x−y)2ψ j,li,s (x)ψ j,l
′
i′,s′(y)dxdy. (61)
Thus, in order to compute T˜ j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ , it is suﬃcient to evaluate one-dimensional integrals with the cross-correlations of the
scaling functions (see (20)),
t˜ j+1;l−l
′
ii′;00;m;γ =
∫
R
pγ (x)e
−τmx2Φii′
(
2 j+1x+ l − l′)dx
and then apply the quadrature mirror ﬁlters for the multiwavelets (see [3, Eqs. (3.25a), (3.25b), (3.25c), (3.25d)]) to construct
all the coeﬃcients t˜ j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′;m;γ for s = 11,10,01. We note that to apply the operator we may also use the modiﬁed non-
standard form [6] which only requires the projection of the operator onto cross-correlation functions of the scaling functions.
Applying the method of images to (60), we obtain the coeﬃcients of the non-standard form of the operator with periodic
boundary conditions,
T˜ j;l−l′ii′;ss′ =
M∑
m=1
wm t˜
j;l1−l′1
i1 i′1;s1s′1;m;1 t˜
j;l2−l′2
i2i′2;s2s′2;m;2 t˜
j;l3−l′3
i3i′3;s3s′3;m;3, (62)
where in each direction
t˜
j;l−l′
ii′;ss′;m;γ =
∑
n∈Z
t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m;γ , (63)
with t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m;γ deﬁned in (61). Clearly (62) is in separated form with the same separation rank as its free space counterpart
(60) and, moreover, (63) provides a simple recipe for computing its components.
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′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ of the non-standard form of the free space approximation K˜ , we have a
simple way to evaluate via (63) the corresponding blocks T˜ j;l−l′ii′;ss′ for the approximation of the periodized operator. Since the
norm of the blocks t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m;γ in (63) decays rapidly with n, only a few terms participate in the sum for a given accuracy. In
fact, on ﬁner scales (large j) only the term with n = 0 needs to be kept. We may estimate the error |T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ − T˜ j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ |, where
T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ are the blocks of the non-standard form of the original operator K , by using Proposition 4 together with the estimates
for |T j;l−l′+2 jnii′;ss′ − T˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′ | given in [9, Theorem 4]. However, an exception to using (63) for computing operator blocks
has to be made for conditionally convergent elements on the coarsest scale whose deﬁnition requires special attention (see
Proposition 10).
Remark 15. Our approach applies to any Bravais lattice. We note that for a non-rectangular lattice the non-standard form
does not separate along each coordinate and further approximations are required.
6. Dirichlet, Neumann and mixed boundary conditions
Using the results for the periodic case, we now have the necessary tools to eﬃciently apply operators with Dirichlet,
Neumann or mixed boundary conditions on simple domains. We note that although the resulting integral operators are no
longer convolutions, they have a simple algebraic structure and, as a result, the algorithm for applying these operators is
similar to those described in the previous section.
As an example, let us consider the problem(− + μ2)u(x) = f (x) for x ∈ D, (64)
u(x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂D, (65)
where μ 0 and D = [−1/2,1/2]3. A solution to (64) which satisﬁes (65) is given by
u(x) =
∫
D
Gμ(x,y) f (y)dy,
where Gμ satisﬁes(−x + μ2)Gμ(x,y) = δ(x− y), (66)
Gμ(x,y) = 0 for x ∈ ∂D (67)
and x denotes the Laplacian with respect to x. Let us ﬁrst consider the case where μ > 0. Even though the integral
operator Gμ is not a convolution, it may be written as
Gμ(x,y) = GμH
(
x1 − y1
2
,
x2 − y2
2
,
x3 − y3
2
)
− GμH
(
x1 − y1
2
,
x2 − y2
2
,
x3 + y3 + 1
2
)
+ GμH
(
x1 − y1
2
,
x2 + y2 + 1
2
,
x3 + y3 + 1
2
)
− GμH
(
x1 − y1
2
,
x2 + y2 + 1
2
,
x3 − y3
2
)
+ GμH
(
x1 + y1 + 1
2
,
x2 − y2
2
,
x3 + y3 + 1
2
)
− GμH
(
x1 + y1 + 1
2
,
x2 − y2
2
,
x3 − y3
2
)
+ GμH
(
x1 + y1 + 1
2
,
x2 + y2 + 1
2
,
x3 − y3
2
)
− GμH
(
x1 + y1 + 1
2
,
x2 + y2 + 1
2
,
x3 + y3 + 1
2
)
, (68)
where the periodic Green’s function GμH is constructed as in Section 3.4 to satisfy
1
2
(−x + 4μ2)GμH (x− y) = δ(x− y). (69)
The changes in the equation relative to (66) are due to the way variables appear in (68) and to the dimension of the space,
d = 3. Since GμH has period one and is even in each variable, for x ∈ ∂D the terms in (68) cancel each other so that Gμ
satisﬁes the Dirichlet boundary condition (67). For x = y inside D , we have (−x +μ2)Gμ(x,y) = 0 since each of the eight
terms in (68) vanishes. The only singularity is at x= y, in which case the ﬁrst term in (68) yields (66).
The non-standard form of Gμ is then constructed by using Propositions 4 and 7 for each term in (68). However, in
contrast with Proposition 7, part (i), in the next proposition we show that the element T 0;000;00 of the non-standard form of
Gμ is ﬁnite as μ → 0. This allows us to obtain Gμ for μ = 0. We note that, unlike the periodic Green’s function, the Green’s
function for the Dirichlet problem is unique.
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T 0;000;00 =
1
π4
∑
n∈Z3
(n1 + 12 )−2(n2 + 12 )−2(n3 + 12 )−2
(n1 + 12 )2 + (n2 + 12 )2 + (n3 + 12 )2 + ( μ2π )2
which converges to a positive constant as μ → 0.
Proof. Using (22), we write the element T 0;000;00 of Gμ as∫
D3
∫
D3
Gμ(x,y)dxdy =
∫
D3
∫
D3
8∑
l=1
(−1)l+1GμH
(
al(x,y)
)
dxdy,
where al(x,y) denotes the argument of the l-th term in (68). As in the proof in Section A.6, we compute the Fourier
coeﬃcients of GμH (x) and obtain
GμH (x) =
1
2π
∑
n∈Z3
e−2μ‖x+n‖2
‖x+ n‖2 =
∑
n∈Z3
cne
2π in·x,
with cn = 12π2 1n21+n22+n23+( μπ )2 . Integrating to obtain T
0;0
00;00 , we write
T 0;000;00 =
∑
n∈Z3
cn
∫
D3
∫
D3
8∑
l=1
(−1)l+1e2π in·al(x,y) dxdy. (70)
Note that the integrand
∑8
l=1(−1)l+1e2π in·al(x,y) may be expressed in separated form as(
e2π in1(
x1−y1
2 ) − e2π in1( x1+y1+12 ))(e2π in2( x2−y22 ) − e2π in2( x2+y2+12 ))(e2π in3( x3−y32 ) − e2π in3( x3+y3+12 )),
so that
∫
D3
∫
D3
∑8
l=1(−1)l+1e2π in·al(x,y) dxdy equals to
3∏
j=1
∫
D
∫
D
(
e2π in j(
x j−y j
2 ) − e2π in j(
x j+y j+1
2 )
)
dx j dy j =
3∏
j=1
∫
D
∫
D
(
e2π in j(
x j−y j
2 ) − e2π in j(
x j−y j+1
2 )
)
dx j dy j
=
3∏
j=1
∫
D
∫
D
e2π in j(
x j−y j
2 )
(
1− (−1)n j )dx j dy j
where, for each j, we changed variables y j → −y j . Therefore, we may rewrite the series (70) using n = (n1,n2,n3) with
only odd indices n j . Thus, we compute
∫
D
∫
D
e2π i(2n j+1)(
x j−y j
2 ) dx j dy j =
∣∣∣∣∣
1
2∫
− 12
e2π i(n j+
1
2 )x j dx j
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 1
π2(n j + 12 )2
.
Combining integrals in each coordinate, we obtain the result. 
6.0.1. Separated representation of Gμ
The number of terms in the construction of the Green’s function satisfying boundary conditions in (68) grows exponen-
tially with the dimension, i.e. if d = 2 we have four terms, of d = 4 we have 16 terms, etc. On the other hand, the number
of terms in the separated approximation, G˜μ , of Gμ is independent of the dimension. Indeed, using (59), we approximate
Gμ by
G˜μ(x,y) =
M∑
m=1
wm
∑
n1∈Z
Sm,n1(x1, y1)
∑
n2∈Z
Sm,n2(x2, y2)
∑
n3∈Z
Sm,n3(x3, y3) (71)
where
Sm,n(x, y) = e−τm(x−y+n)2 − e−τm(x+y+n+1)2 .
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form of G˜μ , we only need to compute the integrals,
−t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m =
1∫
0
1∫
0
e−τm(x−y+n)2ψ j,l
′
i′,s′(y)ψ
j,l
i,s (x)dxdy
and
+t˜ j;l+l
′+2 j(n+1)
ii′;ss′;m =
1∫
0
1∫
0
e−τm(x+y+1+n)2ψ j,l
′
i′,s′(y)ψ
j,l
i,s (x)dxdy
for j ∈ N, n ∈ Z, l, l′ ∈ {0, . . . ,2 j − 1}, i, i′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}. The integrals −t˜ j;l−l′+2 jnii′;ss′;m and +t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m are simpliﬁed further
and reduce to one-dimensional integrals using cross and auto-correlations of wavelet and scaling functions (see Section 5).
As a result, the non-standard form is given by
T˜ j;ll′ii′;ss′ =
M∑
m=1
wmt˜
j;l1l′1
i1i′1;s1s′1;mt˜
j;l2l′2
i2i′2;s2s′2;mt˜
j;l3l′3
i3i′3;s3s′3;m,
where
t˜ j;ll
′
ii′;ss′;m =
∑
n∈Z
(−
t˜ j;l−l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m − +t˜ j;l+l
′+2 jn
ii′;ss′;m
)
.
Remark 17. Although we discussed the Poisson Green’s function with Dirichlet boundary conditions, this approach extends
to any operator which is effectively sparse in the non-standard form and whose kernel may be approximated by a separated
representation. Also we may use the same approach for operators with Neumann or mixed boundary conditions.
Remark 18. We note that the Fast Multipole method provides an alternative approach to the treatment of boundary condi-
tions, see [23, Section 4].
7. Conclusions and remarks
We have described an approach to construct and apply a class of operators with periodic boundary conditions. The non-
standard form of the corresponding free space operator provides the foundation for our approach and allows us to analyze
these operators on a hierarchy of scales. This analysis is operator independent and reveals that the wavelet part of the non-
standard form is always well deﬁned. Depending on the properties of the kernel for large arguments, we have shown that
the scaling part of the non-standard form may have elements which require special attention. With the use of separated
representations via Gaussians, we obtain fast algorithms for application of these operators that are minor modiﬁcation of
their free space versions.
For simple domains, we construct Green’s functions satisfying Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions also
yielding separated representations of operators and fast algorithms for their application.
We would like to note that it may be possible to use our approach as a tool for constructing Green’s functions for ﬁnite
size lattices. While interior cells may be well approximated by a periodic construction, cells near the boundary usually
require a different approximation. In this scenario Fourier methods are not available since the Poisson summation formula
no longer applies, while the direct summation is not computationally effective. In contrast, the multiresolution approach (for
a given accuracy) only requires modiﬁcations in the vicinity of the boundary on all scales except for the coarsest. Indeed,
due to the rapid decay of the lattice sums on wavelet subspaces, only a few elements are affected by their neighbors.
Appendix A
A.1. Properties of cross-correlation functions
We use the following properties of Φii′(x) which follow from [9, Proposition 3],
Φii′(x) = (−1)i+i′Φi′i(x), (72)
Φii′(−x) = (−1)i+i′Φii′(x), (73)
Φi0(1− x) = (−1)i+1Φi0(x) for i > 0, x ∈ [0,1], (74)
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1∫
−1
Φ00(x)dx = 1. (76)
A.1.1. Moments on the interval [0,1]
From the deﬁnition (2), we have
Φi0(x) =
√
2i + 1
1∫
x
P i(2t − 1)dt, x 0. (77)
In particular,
Φi0(1) = 0, i  0 (78)
which, together with (74), implies
Φi0(0) = 0, i > 0. (79)
Integrating by parts
1∫
0
Φi0(x)
(
xk+1
k + 1
)′
dx =
√
2i + 1
k + 1
1∫
0
Pi(2x− 1)xk+1 dx
and using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials, we obtain
1∫
0
Φi0(x)x
k dx = 0 for i > k + 1 and k 0. (80)
A.2. Proof of Proposition 2
It is enough to prove the proposition for |l − l′| 3 since the general result follows by modifying C j to include the case
|l − l′| 2. We ﬁrst prove the estimate for T j;l−l′ii′,10 =
∫
R
(
∫
R
K (x− y)ψ j;li;1(x)dx)ψ j;l
′
i′;0(y)dy. Denoting Il = [2− jl,2− j(l + 1)], we
note that the multiwavelet ψ j;li;1 is supported on Il and the scaling function ψ
j;l
i;0 on Il′ . For each y ∈ Il′ , consider the Taylor
expansion of the function K (· − y) centered at x0 = 2− j−1(2l + 1), the mid-point of Il ,
K (x− y) = K (x0 − y) + · · · + K
(ν−1)(x0 − y)
(ν − 1)! (x− x0)
ν−1 + K
(ν)(ξ − y)
ν! (x− x0)
ν
where ν = min{m,m} and ξ is between x and x0 and, hence, ξ ∈ Il . Since the multiwavelets have vanishing moments (4),
for 0 n ν − 1
1
n!
∫
R
(∫
R
(x− x0)nψ j;li;1(x)dx
)
K (n)(x0 − y)ψ j;l
′
i′;0(y)dy = 0.
For the remainder term in the Taylor expansion, using (12), we obtain∣∣∣∣ 1ν!
∫
R
(x− x0)νψ j;li;1(x)
∫
R
K (ν)(ξ − y)ψ j;l′i′;0(y)dy dx
∣∣∣∣ cνν!
∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)νψ j;li;1(x)∣∣
×
∫
Il′
1
|ξ − y|ν+β
∣∣ψ j;l′i′;0(y)∣∣dy dx. (81)
Using Hölder’s inequality and ‖ψ j;l‖L2(R) = 1 we estimatei;0
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Il′
1
|ξ − y|ν+β
∣∣ψ j;l′i′;0(y)∣∣dy  (∫
Il′
1
|ξ − y|2(ν+β) dy
)1/2∥∥ψ j′;l′i′;0 ∥∥L2(R)
 2 j(ν+β−1/2)
( 1∫
0
1
|l − l′ − (u − η)|2(ν+β) du
)1/2
,
where we changed variables u = 2 j y − l′ and used that ξ ∈ Il to write ξ = 2− j(η + l) for η ∈ [0,1]. Since |(u − η)| 1 and
|l − l′| 3 we obtain∣∣l − l′ − (u − η)∣∣ ∣∣l − l′∣∣− ∣∣(u − η)∣∣ ∣∣l − l′∣∣− 1 (1+ ∣∣l − l′∣∣)/2. (82)
The other term in (87) is estimated as∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)νψ j;li;1(x)∣∣dx (∫
Il
(x− x0)2ν dx
)1/2∥∥ψ j;li;1∥∥L2(R) =
√
2− j−2ν−2 jν
2ν + 1 ,
since ‖ψ j;li;1‖L2(R) = 1.
Combining these estimates we obtain the result with
C j = cν
ν!√2ν + 12
j(β−1)+β.
The proof for |T j;l−l′ii′,01 | and |T j;l−l
′
ii′,11 | follows in a similar fashion because on each of these terms at least one multiwavelet is
present.
It remains to prove the estimate for T 0;l−l
′
ii′,00 =
∫ 1
−1 K (x+ l− l′)Φii′ (x)dx. First assume i+ i′  1. This time we use the Taylor
expansion of K (· − (l′ − l)) centered at x0 = 0, so that
K
(
x+ l − l′)= ν−1∑
n=0
K (n)(l − l′)
n! x
n + K
(ν)(ξ − (l′ − l))
ν! x
ν,
where ν = min{i + i′,m} 1 and ξ is between 0 and x ∈ [−1,1], and thus |ξ |  1. Due to the vanishing moments of Φii′
(3) the ﬁrst ν terms in the Taylor expansion vanish. Using (12)∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
−1
xν
ν! K
(ν)
(
ξ + l − l′)Φii′(x)dx
∣∣∣∣∣ cνν!
1∫
−1
|xνΦii′(x)|
|ξ + l − l′|ν+β dx
cνaν2ν+β
ν!(1+ |l − l′|)ν+β
where aν =maxi,i′ {
∫ 1
−1 |xνΦii′(x)|dx} and we estimated∣∣ξ + l − l′∣∣ ∣∣l − l′∣∣− |ξ | ∣∣l − l′∣∣− 1 (1+ ∣∣l − l′∣∣)/2 (83)
using |ξ | 1 and |l − l′| 3. The result follows with
C0 = cνaν2
ν+β
ν! .
For the case i = i′ = 0, we ﬁrst use (12) to bound the kernel and then apply an estimate equivalent to (83).
A.3. Proof of Proposition 4
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for ‖l − l′‖2  2
√
d + 1 since the general result follows by modifying C j to include
the case ‖l− l′‖2 < 2
√
d + 1.
We ﬁrst prove the estimate for
T j;l−l
′
ii′;ss′ =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
K (x− y)Ψ j;l′i′;s′(y)Ψ j;li;s(x)dydx, (84)
with ss′ = 00. Let’s assume that s = 0 and denote Il = [2− jl1,2− j(l1 + 1)] × · · · × [2− jld,2− j(ld + 1)]. Thus, Ψ j;li;s is a multi-
wavelet supported on Il while the function Ψ
j;l′
i′;s′ is supported on Il′ . For each y ∈ Il′ let us consider the Taylor expansion of
the function K (· − y) centered at x0 = (2− j−1(2l1 + 1), . . . ,2− j−1(2ld + 1)),
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∑
|α|ν−1
1
α! D
αK (x0 − y)(x− x0)α +
∑
|α|=ν
1
α! D
αK (ξ − y)(x− x0)α, (85)
where ν = min{m,m} and ξ = (1− θ)x0 + θx, with θ ∈ [0,1] and, hence, ξ ∈ Il . We write
ξ = 2− j(η + l), η ∈ [0,1]d. (86)
Substituting (85) into (84) and using that the multiwavelets have vanishing moments (4), we observe that all terms with
|α| ν − 1 do vanish. For the remainder term in the Taylor expansion, using (23), we obtain∣∣T j;l−l′ii′;ss′ ∣∣ ∑
|α|=ν
cα
α!
∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)αΨ j;li;s(x)∣∣ ∫
Il′
1
‖ξ − y‖|α|+β2
∣∣Ψ j;l′i′;s′(y)∣∣dydx. (87)
Hölder’s inequality and ‖Ψ j;l′i′;s′ ‖L2(Rd) = 1 yield∫
Il′
1
‖ξ − y‖|α|+β2
∣∣Ψ j;l′i′;s′(y)∣∣dy (∫
Il′
1
‖ξ − y‖2(|α|+β)2
dy
)1/2
.
By changing variables u= 2 jy− l′ in the last integral and using that y ∈ Il′ and (86) we obtain∫
Il′
1
‖ξ − y‖2(|α|+β)2
dy= 22 j(|α|+β)− jd
∫
[0,1]d
1
‖η − u+ l− l′‖2(|α|+β)2
du.
Since ‖η − u‖2 
√
d and ‖l− l′‖2  2
√
d + 1, we estimate∥∥η − u+ l− l′∥∥2  ∥∥l− l′∥∥2 − √d 1+ ‖l− l′‖22 ,
and therefore(∫
Il′
1
‖ξ − y‖2(|α|+β)2
dy
)1/2
 2−dj/22( j+1)(|α|+β)
(
1+ ∥∥l− l′∥∥2)−|α|−β.
Substituting the last inequality into (87), we now bound the integral∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)αΨ j;li;s(x)∣∣dx (∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)2α∣∣dx)1/2∥∥Ψ j;li;s∥∥L2(Rd) = 2−dj/22−( j+1)|α|∏d
r=1
√
2αr + 1
,
where we used ‖Ψ j;li;s‖L2(Rd) = 1 and
∫
Il
∣∣(x− x0)2α∣∣dx= d∏
r=1
2− j(lr+1)∫
2− j lr
(
t − 2− j
(
lr + 1
2
))2αr
dt
=
d∏
r=1
2−2αr j− j
1∫
0
(
u − 1
2
)2αr
du = 2−dj
d∏
r=1
2−2αr( j+1)
2αr + 1 .
Combining these estimates we obtain the result with
C j = 2β
∑
|α|=ν
cα
α!√2α + 12
− j(d−β).
It remains to prove the estimate for
T 0;l−l
′
ii′;00 =
∫
[−1,1]d
K
(
x+ l− l′)Φ ii′(x)dx. (88)
First assume |i+ i′| 1. This time we use the Taylor expansion of K (· + l− l′) centered at the origin, so that
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(
x+ l− l′)= ∑
|α|ν−1
1
α!D
αK
(
l− l′)xα + ∑
|α|=ν
1
α! D
αK
(
l− l′ + θx)xα,
where ν = min{|i + i′|,m}  1 and θ ∈ [0,1]. Substituting into (88) and using that Φ ii′ have vanishing moments (3), we
observe that all terms with |α| ν − 1 do vanish. For the remainder term in the Taylor expansion, using (23),
∣∣T 0;l−l′ii′;00 ∣∣ ∑
|α|=ν
cα
α!
∫
[−1,1]d
|xαΦ ii′(x)|
‖l− l′ + θx‖|α|+β2
dx
∑
|α|=ν
cαaα
α!
2|α|+β
(1+ ‖l− l′‖2)|α|+β ,
where aν =maxi,i′,|α|=ν{
∫
[−1,1]d |xαΦ ii′ (x)|dx} and we estimated∥∥l− l′ + θx∥∥2  ∥∥l− l′∥∥2 − ‖θx‖2  ∥∥l− l′∥∥2 − √d 1+ ‖l− l′‖22 . (89)
The result follows with
C0 = 2ν+β
∑
|α|=ν
cαaα
α! .
For the case i= i′ = 0, we ﬁrst bound the kernel in (88) and then apply an estimate equivalent to (89). 
A.4. Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. The absolute convergence in (i) and (ii) follows directly from Proposition 4 with β = 1. For (iii)–(iv) we use the
Taylor expansion
1
‖x+ n‖2 =
1
‖n‖2 −
x · n
‖n‖32
− ‖x‖
2
2
2‖n‖32
+ 3(x · n)
2
2‖n‖52
+O
(
1
‖n‖42
)
(90)
for x ∈ [−1,1]3 and n = 0. Note that the case n= 0 corresponds to the elements of the non-standard form of the free-space
Green’s function, which we assume well deﬁned and that the remainder term in (90) leads to an absolutely convergent
sum. We proceed by substituting the ﬁrst four terms of the expansion (90) into the integrand of (41), and consider
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
n=0
∫
[−1,1]3
(
1
‖n‖2 −
x · n
‖n‖32
− ‖x‖
2
2
2‖n‖32
+ 3(x · n)
2
2‖n‖52
)
Φ ii′(x)dx. (91)
By symmetry considerations and using that Φ ii′(x) = Φi1 i′1(x1)Φi2 i′2 (x2)Φi3 i′3 (x3) is a separable function, we now check that
the last three terms of the Taylor expansion in (91) lead to a zero sum. In fact,∑
‖n‖∞N
n=0
nk
‖n‖32
= 0, k = 1,2,3,
because the sum contains indexes of the form n and −n which cancel each other. For the other two terms, we write
− ‖x‖
2
2
2‖n‖32
+ 3(x · n)
2
2‖n‖52
= 1
2‖n‖52
(
x21
(
2n21 − n22 − n23
)+ x22(2n22 − n21 − n23)+ x23(2n23 − n21 − n22)
+ 6n1n2x1x2 + 6n1n3x1x3 + 6n2n3x2x3
)
(92)
and note that∑
‖n‖∞N
n =0
2n2k − n2k′ − n2k′′
‖n‖52
= 0, k,k′,k′′ = 1,2,3,
∑
‖n‖∞N
n=0
nknk′
‖n‖52
= 0, k,k′ = 1,2,3,
where we used, for the ﬁrst sum, an appropriate change of indexes and, for the second sum, we added ﬁrst over terms of
the form nk, − nk . The convergence is conditional since
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‖n‖∞N
n=0
|nk|
‖n‖32
,
∑
‖n‖∞N
n=0
n2k
‖n‖52
,
∑
‖n‖∞N
n=0
|nknk′ |
‖n‖52
→ ∞ as N → ∞, k,k′ = 1,2,3.
It remains to consider the term 1/‖n‖2 in (91). Due to vanishing moments of Φ ii′ ,∫
[−1,1]2
1
‖n‖2Φ ii′(x)dx= 0,
∣∣i+ i′∣∣ 1, (93)
which ﬁnishes the proof of (iii).
For i= i′ = 0, we ﬁrst use that Φ00 is even and that the sum over n is the same as the sum over −n to rewrite∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
Φ00(x)
‖x+ n‖2 dx= 8
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
Φ00(x)
‖x+ n‖2 dx.
For x ∈ [0,1]3 we have
Φ00(x) = (1− x1)(1− x2)(1− x3) =
(
ϕ(x1) + 1
2
)(
ϕ(x2) + 1
2
)(
ϕ(x3) + 1
2
)
, (94)
where ϕ(t) = 1/2− t . By expanding the product in (94), we observe that, with the only exception of the term corresponding
to the product of the three constants, all other terms satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 20 part (2). Hence, the value of
T 0;000;00 is
1
4π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
1
‖x+ n‖2 dx1 dx2 dx3,
which, changing variables x j → x j − n j on each j = 1,2,3 yields
1
4π
lim
N→∞
∫
[−N,N+1]3
1
‖x‖2 dx=
1
4π
∫
R3
1
‖x‖2 dx= ∞.
Thus, the summation convention (41) yields a non-ﬁnite element T 0;000;00 . To deal with this situation, we simply set the value
of this element to zero which is equivalent to restrict the domain of the operator to mean-free functions. 
A.5. Auxiliary results for the computation of non-standard form elements
The vanishing moments and symmetries of the cross-correlation functions (20) allow us to explicitly compute elements of
the periodized non-standard forms. The relevant properties and how we use them to compute these elements are captured
on the following results.
Lemma 19. Let ϕ be a bounded function with odd symmetry about 1/2
ϕ(1− t) = −ϕ(t), 0 t  1. (95)
Then
N∑
n=−N
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + n)dt =
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + N)dt,
for any even function h such that the integrals exist.
Proof. Let I be
I =
N∑
n=−N
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + n)dt.
Splitting the sum in non-negative and negative values of n and changing variables t → 1 − t on the latter, the assumption
(95) yields
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N∑
n=0
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + n)dt −
N∑
n=1
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(1− t − n)dt
=
N∑
n=0
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + n)dt −
N∑
n=1
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + n − 1)dt =
1∫
0
ϕ(t)h(t + N)dt,
because h is even. 
Lemma 20. Let ϕ j , 1 j  3, be three bounded functions on [−1,1] such that one of them, e.g. ϕ1 , is odd and let G(x1, x2, x3) be a
locally integrable function, even on each variable. Then
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx= 0. (96)
Proof. Let C denote a constant whose value may change along the derivation. Observe that∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx
is always well deﬁned because ϕ j are bounded and G is locally integrable. Let g(t) = G(t, x2 + n2, x3 + n3) and isolate
the sum over the index n1 and the integral over x1. Splitting the integral over [0,1] and [−1,0] and changing variables
x1 → −x1 in the latter yields
∑
|n1|N
1∫
−1
ϕ1(x1)g(x1 + n1)dx1 =
∑
|n1|N
1∫
0
ϕ1(x1)g(x1 + n1)dx1 −
∑
|n1|N
1∫
0
ϕ1(x1)g(−x1 + n1)dx1.
Since in the last term the sum over n1 is the same as the sum over −n1 and g is an even function, the two terms in the
previous equation cancel each other and we obtain the result. 
Proposition 21. Let ϕ j,1 j  3, denote three bounded functions on [0,1]. It holds that
A: If ϕ1 is odd about 1/2, then
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)
‖x+ n‖2 dx= −
2π
3
( 1∫
0
tϕ1(t)dt
)( 1∫
0
ϕ2(t)dt
)( 1∫
0
ϕ3(t)dt
)
. (97)
B: If ϕ1 is even about 1/2 and mean free, then
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx=
4π
3
1∫
0
t2ϕ1(t)dt. (98)
C: If ϕ1 is mean free, then
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx= −2π
1∫
0
tϕ1(t)dt + 4π
3
1∫
0
t2ϕ1(t)dt. (99)
For simplicity, the proposition is stated for the Poisson kernel G(x) = ‖x‖−1, but similar results hold for any radially
symmetric kernel with enough decay at inﬁnity and, thus, to linear combination of such kernels. However, due to the slow
decay of the Poisson kernel, the proof of Proposition 21 is more challenging than the one for kernels with faster decay at
inﬁnity.
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 20. Note that, the same argument given in that proof shows
that
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∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)√
(x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2
dx (100)
is well deﬁned for all N . To prove part A, we use Lemma 19 with h(t) = G(t, x2 + n2, x3 + n3) to write
IN =
∑
|n1|N
1∫
0
ϕ1(x1)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx1 =
1∫
0
ϕ1(x1)G(x1 + N, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx1. (101)
The assumption of odd symmetry for ϕ1 implies
∫ 1
0 ϕ1(t)dt = 0 and, thus, ϕ[1]1 (x) =
∫ x
0 ϕ1(t)dt, vanishes at the endpoints
of [0,1],
ϕ[1]1 (0) = ϕ[1]1 (1) = 0. (102)
Integrating by parts the last term of the identity (101) and using (102), we obtain
IN =
1∫
0
(x1 + N)ϕ[1]1 (x1)G(x1 + N, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)3 dx1. (103)
Hence, substituting (103) into (100) yields
S+N =
∑
|n2|N,|n3|N
∫
[0,1]3
(x1 + N)ϕ[1]1 (x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)
((x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2)3/2 dx. (104)
Since (
(x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2
)−3/2  N−3, (105)
in the limit for N → ∞, only the numerator term Nϕ[1]1 (x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3) provides a non-zero contribution in (100) and
hence
S+∞ = lim
N→∞ S
+
N = limN→∞N
∑
|n2|N,|n3|N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ[1]1 (x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)
((x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2)3/2 dx. (106)
Isolating again the integral with respect to x1 and integrating by parts on that variable, we obtain
1∫
0
ϕ[1]1 (x1)G(x1 + N, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)3 dx1 = ϕ[2]1 (x1)G(x1 + N, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)3
∣∣1
0
+
1∫
0
3(x1 + N)ϕ[2]1 (x1)
((x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2)5/2 dx1, (107)
where ϕ[2]1 (x) =
∫ x
0 ϕ
[1]
1 (t)dt . Since the integrand of the right-hand side is bounded by
C(N + 1)((x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2)−5/2  C(N + 1)N−5,
the contribution of this term to the value of S+∞ is bounded by
C
N(N + 1)
N5
∑
|n2|N, |n3|N
1 = C (N + 1)(2N + 1)
2
N4
which vanishes as N → ∞. It follows that
S+∞ = ϕ[2]1 (1) limN→∞N
∑
|n2|N, |n3|N
∫
[0,1]2
ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)
((1+ N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2)3/2 dx.
By the same argument, this time integrating by parts ﬁrst respect to x2 and then respect to x3, we obtain
S+∞ = ϕ[2]1 (1)ϕ[1]2 (1)ϕ[1]3 (1) limN→∞N
∑ 1
((1+ N)2 + (1+ n2)2 + (1+ n3)2)3/2|n2|N, |n3|N
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∫ x
0 ϕ2(t)dt and ϕ
[1]
3 (x) =
∫ x
0 ϕ3(t)dt . Let us denote
I = lim
N→∞N
∑
|n2|N, |n3|N
1
((1+ N)2 + (1+ n2)2 + (1+ n3)2)3/2
= lim
N→∞N
N+1∑
n2=−N+1
N+1∑
n2=−N+1
1
((1+ N)2 + n22 + n23)3/2
.
Observe that we may consider the sums in the range |n2| N + 1, |n3| N + 1 because the limit is zero when n2 or n3 are
set to −N or −N − 1. Therefore,
I = lim
N→∞
1
(N + 1)2
∑
|n2|N+1, |n3|N+1
1
(1+ ( n2N+1 )2 + ( n3N+1 )2)3/2
and hence I is the limit of Riemann sums for the continuous function (1+ x2 + y2)−3/2 in the interval [−1,1]2, yielding
I =
∫
[−1,1]2
(
1+ x2 + y2)−3/2 dxdy = 2 ∫
[−1,1]
1
(1+ y2)√2+ y2 dy = 23π.
To ﬁnish the proof, note that ϕ[2]1 (1) = tϕ[1]1 (t)|10 −
∫ 1
0 tϕ1(t)dt = −
∫ 1
0 tϕ1(t)dt and ϕ
[1]
j (1) =
∫ 1
0 ϕ(t)dt .
For part B, let us denote ϕ = ϕ1. Since t − 1/2 is odd about 1/2 we have
0=
1∫
0
(
t − 1
2
)
ϕ(t)dt =
1∫
0
tϕ(t)dt, (108)
since, by assumption, ϕ is even about 1/2 and mean-free. Denoting the successive anti-derivatives of ϕ by
ϕ[ j](t) =
t∫
0
ϕ[ j−1](s)ds,
where ϕ[0](t) = ϕ(t), we observe that the mean free property of ϕ yields
ϕ[1](0) = ϕ[1](1) = 0. (109)
Also, integration by parts and (108) yields
ϕ[2](1) = −
1∫
0
tϕ(t)dt = 0= ϕ[2](0). (110)
Thus, ϕ[1] and ϕ(2) vanish at the endpoints of [0,1] and hence
ϕ[3](1) = 1
2
1∫
0
(
d2
ds2
s2
)
ϕ[2](s)ds = 1
2
1∫
0
s2ϕ(s)ds. (111)
Similarly to the proof of part A, we use these properties of the anti-derivatives of ϕ to show that, in order to compute
S+∞ = lim
N→∞ S
+
N = limN→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
ϕ(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx,
it is enough to consider the sums over n2 and n3 within the range −N,N − 1 instead of −N,N . In fact, let’s consider the
term n3 = N and integrate by parts. Using (109) we obtain∫
[0,1]3
ϕ(x1)
((x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2)1/2 dx=
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ[1](x1)(x1 + n1)
((x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2)3/2 dx,
which, now using (110), equals
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[0,1]3
ϕ[2](x1)
((x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2)3/2 +
ϕ[2](x1)(x1 + n1)2
((x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2)5/2 dx.
Since ∑
|n1|N, |n2|N
(
(x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2
)−3/2  (2N + 1)2N−3
and ∑
|n1|N, |n2|N
(x1 + n1)2
(
(x1 + n1)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + N)2
)−5/2  (2N + 1)N−5 ∑
|n1|N
(1+ n1)2  cN−1,
the term corresponding to n3 = N in S+N leads to a sequence which tends to 0 as N → ∞. Setting n2 = N leads to a similar
estimate yielding
S+∞ = lim
N→∞SN ,
where
SN =
N∑
n1=−N
N−1∑
n2=−N
N−1∑
n3=−N
∫
[−1,1]3
ϕ(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx.
Changing variables x j → x j − n j for j = 2,3 and combining the sums with the integrals, we obtain
SN = 4
∑
|n1|N
n1+1∫
n1
ϕ(x1 − n1)
N∫
0
N∫
0
1√
x21 + x22 + x23
dx2 dx3 dx1.
We now explicitly compute the integrals over x2 and x3 and denote the result by
aN(x) =
N∫
0
N∫
0
1√
x2 + x22 + x23
dx2 dx3 =
N∫
0
arcsinh
(
N√
x2 + x23
)
dx3
= 2N arcsinh
(
N√
x2 + N2
)
− xarctan
(
N2
x
√
x2 + 2N2
)
.
Observe that aN has particularly simple derivatives,
d
dx
aN(x) = −arccot x
√
x2 + 2N2
N2
,
d2
dx2
aN(x) = 2N
2
(x2 + N2)√x2 + 2N2 ,
d3
dx3
aN(x) = − 2(5N
4x+ 3N2x3)
(x2 + N2)2(x2 + 2N2) 32
.
Hence, using (109) and (110), integration by parts yields,
SN = 4
∑
|n1|N
n1+1∫
n1
d2
dx2
ϕ[2](x1 − n1)aN(x1)dx1 = 4
∑
|n1|N
n1+1∫
n1
ϕ[2](x1 − n1) d
2
dx2
aN(x1)dx1
= 4
∑
|n1|N
ϕ[3](1) d
2
dx2
aN(n1 + 1) − 4
∑
|n1|N
n1+1∫
n1
ϕ[3](x1 − n1) d
3
dx3
aN(x1)dx1, (112)
because ϕ[3](1) = 0. The last term in (112), vanishes as N → ∞ since
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n1+1∫
n1
ϕ[3](x1 − n1) d
3
dx3
aN(x1)dx1
∣∣∣∣∣ maxt∈[0,1]∣∣ϕ[3](t)∣∣ ∑|n1|N
∣∣∣∣ d3dx3 aN(x1)
∣∣∣∣
 C
∑
|n1|N
N−3 = C(2N + 1)N−3,
for some constant C . Therefore, using (111),
lim
N→∞SN = 2
1∫
0
t2ϕ(t)dt lim
N→∞
N+1∑
n=−N+1
d2
dx2
aN(n)
and, since limN→∞ aN (N + 1) = limN→∞ aN (−N) = 0,
lim
N→∞SN = 4
1∫
0
t2ϕ(t)dt lim
N→∞
1
2
N∑
n=−N
d2
dx2
aN(n).
The result follows observing that
1
2
N∑
n=−N
d2
dx2
aN(n) = 1
N
N∑
n=−N
1
(1+ ( nN )2)
√
2+ ( nN )2
(113)
it is a Riemann Sum in the interval [−1,1] for the continuous function 1
(1+x2)
√
2+x2 . As N → ∞, the sum (113) converges
to
1∫
−1
1
(1+ x2)√2+ x2 dx =
π
3
.
For part C, given a mean free function ϕ1 we write it as ϕ1(t) = ϕodd(t) + ϕeven(t), where
ϕodd(t) = ϕ1(t) − ϕ1(1− t)2 and ϕeven(t) =
ϕ1(t) + ϕ1(1− t)
2
. (114)
Since both ϕ1 and ϕodd are mean free, the same holds for ϕeven. Using parts A and B and the deﬁnitions of ϕodd and ϕeven,
the result follows adding
− 2
3π
1∫
0
tϕodd(t)dt = − 23π
1∫
0
(
t − 1
2
)
ϕ1(t)dt = − 2
3π
1∫
0
t ϕ1(t)dt
and
4
3π
1∫
0
t2ϕeven(t)dt = 4
3π
1∫
0
(
t2 − t + 1
2
)
ϕ1(t)dt = 4
3π
1∫
0
(
t2 − t)ϕ1(t)dt. 
A.6. Proof of Proposition 7
Proof. Since from (72) we have that Φi′ i(x) = (−1)i+i′Φii′ (x), it is enough to show the result for T 0;0ii′;00 .
By (26) and (22),
T 0;0ii′;00(μ) = limN→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
T 0;nii′;00(μ) = limN→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[−1,1]3
Gμfree(x+ n)Φi1 i′1(x1)Φi2 i′2(x2)Φi3i′3(x3)dx.
Therefore, Lemma 20 implies that T 0;0ii′;00(μ) vanishes whenever any of the functions Φi j i′j , j = 1,2,3 is odd, which, by (73),
is the case if i j and i j′ have different parity. We have proved part (ii). Next consider the case of i j and i j′ having the same
parity for all j. In this case all the functions Φi i′ , j = 1,2,3 are even andj j
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∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
Gμfree(x+ n)Φi1 i′1(x1)Φi2 i′2(x2)Φi3i′3(x3)dx
= 8
∫
[0,1]3
Φi1i′1(x1)Φi2i′2(x2)Φi3 i′3(x3)G
μ
H (x)dx.
For part (iii), by symmetry of the kernel, it is suﬃcient to consider only one of the elements listed on each of the three
cases. The case i= (1,1,0) and i′ = (0,0,0) follows from part (ii). For the other two cases, we write
Φ ii′(x) = Φ(x1)Φ00(x2)Φ00(x3) = Φ(x1)
(
1− |x2|
)(
1− |x3|
)
,
where Φ is either Φ11 or Φ20. Part (i) is also covered considering Φ(x1) = 1− |x1|. We write
T 0;0ii′;00(μ) = 8
∫
[0,1]3
Φ(x1)
(
1
2
+ ϕ(x2)
)(
1
2
+ ϕ(x3)
)
GμH (x)dx, (115)
where ϕ(t) = 1/2− t . Expanding the product in (115) and using that GμH is even about 1/2 on each variable, GμH (1− x1,1−
x2,1− x3) = GμH (x1, x2, x3), we obtain that all terms vanish, with the only exception of the term corresponding to 1/4Φ(x1).
Hence,
T 0;0ii′;00 = 2
∫
[0,1]3
Φ(x1)G
μ
H (x)dx. (116)
For Φ(x1) = Φ20(x1) = −
√
5x1(1− 3x1 + 2x21), T 0;0ii′;00(μ) vanishes because Φ is odd about 1/2. For Φ(x1) = 1− x1 = 1/2+
ϕ(x1), we obtain part (i) since
T 0;000;00(μ) =
∫
[0,1]3
GμH (x)dx=
1
4π
∫
R3
e−μ‖x‖
‖x‖ dx=
∞∫
0
e−μrr dr = 1
μ2
.
It only remains to consider Φ(x1) = Φ11(x1) = 1 − 3x1 + 2x31 in (116). This case is more delicate and to obtain the answer
we describe a more general approach for the computation of integrals of the form
I =
∫
B
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)G
μ
H (x)dx
where ϕ j ∈ L2([0,1]3). Since Gμfree ∈ L1(R3), it follows from [33, Theorem 2.4] that GμH ∈ L1([0,1]3) and that its Fourier
coeﬃcients are given by gn = (Gμfree)ˆ (n) = 1/(4π2n21 + 4π2n22 + 4π2n23 + μ2). Hence {gn}n∈Z3 ∈ l2(Z3), and, therefore GμH ∈
L2([0,1]3). As a result, using Parseval’s identity we obtain
I = 1
4π2
∑
n∈Z3
ϕ̂1,n1 ϕ̂2,n2 ϕ̂3,n3
n21 + n22 + n23 + ( μ2π )2
= 1
4π2
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
ϕ̂1,n1 ϕ̂2,n2 ϕ̂3,n3
n21 + n22 + n23 + ( μ2π )2
, (117)
where ϕ̂ j,n j is the Fourier coeﬃcient n j of the function ϕ j . In particular, if ϕ2 ≡ ϕ3 ≡ 1, using Parseval’s identity but now
for functions of one variable, we obtain
I = 1
4π2
∑
n∈Z
ϕ̂1,n1
n2 + ( μ2π )2
= 1
2μ
∑
n∈Z
ϕ̂1,n1
(
ê−μ|x|
)
n =
1
2μ
1∫
0
ϕ1(t)Aμ(t)dt,
where
Aμ(t) =
∑
n∈Z
e−μ|t+n| = e
μt + eμ(1−t)
eμ − 1 , t ∈ [0,1],
is odd about 1/2. Writing ϕ1(t) = ϕodd + ϕeven(t) as in (114), we have
I = 1
2μ
1∫
ϕeven(t)Aμ(t)dt = 1
μ(eμ − 1)
1∫
ϕeven(t)e
μt dt.0 0
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T 0;0ii′;00(μ) =
2
μ(eμ − 1)
1∫
0
1− 6t + 6t2
2
eμt dt = (12− 6μ + μ
2)eμ − (12+ 6μ + μ2)
μ4(eμ − 1) . 
A.7. Proof of Proposition 10
Proof. For part (i), observe that the separable function Φ ii′(x) contains a function of the form Φi j i′j such that i j + i′j is odd.
By (73), such a function is odd. Hence, the result follows from Lemma 20.
For part (ii), since (72) asserts that Φi′ i(x) = (−1)i+i′Φii′(x), it is enough to show the result for T 0;0ii′;00 . By symmetry of
the kernel, it is suﬃcient to consider only one of the elements listed on each of the three cases. The case i = (1,1,0) and
i′ = (0,0,0) follows from part (i). For the other two cases, we write
Φ ii′(x) = Φ(x1)Φ00(x2)Φ00(x3) = Φ(x1)
(
1− |x2|
)(
1− |x3|
)
,
where Φ is either Φ11 or Φ20. By (73), Φ ii′(x) is even in all of its arguments and hence
T 0;0ii′;00 =
2
π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
Φ(x1)(ϕ(x2) + 12 )(ϕ(x3) + 12 )
‖x+ n‖2 dx1 dx2 dx3, (118)
where ϕ(t) = 1/2−t . By expanding the product in (118), we observe that, with the only exception of the term corresponding
to 1/4Φ(x1), all other terms satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 21 part A. These terms do not contribute to the value
of T 0;0ii′;00 because all of them contain the factor
∫ 1
0 Φ(t)dt , which is zero due to (3) and that Φ is an even function,
1∫
0
Φ(t)dt = 1
2
1∫
−1
Φ(t)dt = 0.
Hence, T 0;0ii′;00 equals
1
2π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
Φ(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx1 dx2 dx3.
The result follows using Proposition 21 part C applied to either Φ(x1) = Φ11(x1) = 1 − 3x1 + 2x31 or Φ(x1) = Φ20(x1) =
−√5x1(1− 3x1 + 2x21) with x1 ∈ [0,1]. 
A.8. Proof of Remark 11
Proof. Taking into account part (i) of Proposition 10, it is enough to consider i j + i′j to be even, for all j = 1,2,3 and hence
(73) yields
T 0;0ii′;00 =
2
π
lim
N→∞
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
Φi10(x1)Φi2 i′2(x1)Φi3i′3(x1)
‖x+ n‖2 dx1 dx2 dx3.
Since i1 is even and greater than one, (74) implies that Φi10(x1) is odd about 1/2. Thus, using Proposition 21 part A, we
have
T 0;0ii′;00 = −
4
3
( 1∫
0
tΦi10(t)dt
)( 1∫
0
Φi2i′2(t)dt
)( 1∫
0
Φi2i′2(t)dt
)
,
which, by (80), vanishes if i1  4. It remains to consider the case i1 = 2. Since |i+ i′| > 2, either i2 + i′2 or i3 + i′3 is positive;
thus, due to (3) and that the functions Φi j i′j are even, at least one of the two functions Φi2 i
′
2
or Φi2 i′2 is mean-free. 
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Proof. Let
SN =
∑
‖n‖∞N
∫
[0,1]3
ϕ1(x1)ϕ2(x2)ϕ3(x3)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx,
and assume that ϕ1 is odd about 1/2. Repeating the steps performed at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 21, we
obtain
∑
|n1|N
1∫
0
ϕ1(x1)G(x1 + n1, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx1 = −
1∫
0
ϕ[1]1 (x1)Gx1(x1 + N, x2 + n2, x3 + n3)dx1,
where ϕ[1]1 (x) =
∫ x
0 ϕ1(t)dt. Hence, by the assumption (42), we have
|SN | C(2N + 1)2
(
(x1 + N)2 + (x2 + n2)2 + (x3 + n3)2
)−(2+δ)/2  C(2N + 1)2N−2−δ,
where N  M and C is a constant. The result follows. 
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